
Changing Cities: Reshaping our future 

through CitiesWithNature



Can cities’ behaviors 
be influenced? How?

Which stakeholders 
would be involved?

Why is this important?
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● One of the key priorities of communication with city governments is providing 
educational resources to ensure cities are equipped with the knowledge and 
understanding of natural resources and ecosystems required to ensure that 
these issues are included in the city’s goals and planning.

● Another important role of communication is keeping city officials updated 
of best practices and lessons learned about these topics.

● Communication also plays an important role in connecting cities with 
partners and experts - facilitating much-needed collaboration across all 
levels of government to achieve nature goals. 

Communicating with cities

How do we influence governments at the local and subnational 

level to implement policies and take bold actions that protect 

global biodiversity and reconnect communities with nature?







CitiesWithNature uses a range of communication tools to facilitate 

knowledge sharing and capacity building within local 

governments to create an enabling environment for biodiversity 

and nature to be included in city and town planning.

CitiesWithNature communication tools

Monitoring and reporting tools

Action Platform - actions are linked with SDGs and GBF targets to ensure 
they feed into national plans

City Biodiversity Index - to establish a baseline for biodiversity in your city 
to enable your city to make commitments and set targets on the Action 
Platform

Nature Pathway - guiding cities step by step to promote nature 
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The Nature Pathway

• A guide for mainstreaming nature in 
local government

• Comprehensive method

• Based on decades of ICLEI experience



Through its monitoring and reporting function, 

CitiesWithNature also plays a role in mobilizing the 

subnational and local governments Major Group by 

leading and providing support to critical advocacy events 

such as this year’s Summit, taking place over the next two 

days, and its associated Pavilion, the first of its kind at a 

Biodiversity COP.

CitiesWithNature communication tools



Educational tools

Tools & Resources - empower cities with scientifically robust and current 
data

Communities of Practice - connecting cities to learn from one another, 
predominantly through chat function; also connecting with researchers, 
practitioners

Guides - science-based, easy-to-understand and accessible resources on 
specific topics relevant to cities

UrbanbyNature

CitiesWithNature communication tools









Information dissemination & behavior change tools

Webinars - empowering cities with the knowledge of how to use Action 
Platform (monitoring and reporting)

Targeted campaigns - Urban October, Act for nature - key messaging that 
aligns with GBF targets and global biodiversity and nature goals; these 
campaigns are specifically aimed at behavioral change and include a call for 
action from cities to do monitoring and reporting, while also encouraging 
communities to promote action for biodiversity within their cities

Buzz newsletter and other updates - keeping cities updated with current 
events, news and important information

Proactive support from the ICLEI team - in particular providing support 
to use the Action Platform

CitiesWithNature communication tools







Rewarding behavior change 

City Profiles to receive credit and celebrate cities’ 
commitments - this includes badges, rankings according to 
commitments, certificates for signing up, and downloadable 
pdfs containing all commitments that have been made to 
showcase progress

Regular profiling of cities’ actions on social media, website 
and newsletter

CitiesWithNature communication tools







Tools to connect researchers, practitioners 
and cities

Newsfeed

Community Hub

Research Hub
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